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1. Introduction

Hello there! Pull up a chair, sit back and
enjoy the ride as we introduce you to the
furriest, funniest and most fantastically
entertaining token on the Binance Smart
Chain (BSC), the ShibGO token!  This isn't

just any old crypto project - it's a full-
blown, meme-powered rocket aiming for the
moon, captained by our very own Shiba Inu

dog, ready to guide you through the strange
and wonderful world of cryptocurrency.
Buckle up and prepare for takeoff - next

stop, MOON!



2.1 What's ShibGO?
 

ShibGO is more than just a token, it's a
movement, a playful journey and a nod to the

mischievous Shiba Inu, our mascot who’s always
ready for a good laugh. We’re keeping things

light and embracing the meme-filled culture of
the internet.

 
Our tokenomics are no joke, though:

 
Name: ShibGO

Symbol: ShibGo
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000

Decimals: 9

2. Token
Information



2.2 Tax? More like Fun-ds!
 

 
ShibGO implements a tax strategy, or as we

like to call it, our FUN-ding mechanism. Here's
how it works:

 
Buy Tax: 1% (All going into the “Let’s make

ShibGO famous” fund aka marketing)
 

Sell Tax: 4% (2% converted into sweet BUSD
and reflected back to holders, 2% going into

our marketing treasure chest)
 

This FUN-ding mechanism is designed to put a
leash on massive trading while rewarding our

loyal ShibGO pack who stick around!



3. How to Buy
ShibGO?

 Fetch your very own ShibGO tokens by following these steps:
 

Download a BSC-compatible wallet like Trust Wallet or MetaMask.
 

Purchase BNB or BUSD and deposit them into your wallet.
 

Access the DApp browser in your wallet and visit PancakeSwap.
 

In PancakeSwap, select the BNB or BUSD pair, then input the ShibGO
contract address.

 
Set your slippage to at least 5%, select the amount you want to

purchase and hit Swap!
 

Confirm the transaction and woof! You're now a proud member of the
ShibGO pack.

 
Always remember, investing in cryptocurrencies is a bit like playing
fetch - fun but unpredictable. Do your homework and be sure you're

ready to play!



4. Token
Distribution

4.1 ShibGO's Fun Pack
ShibGO's token distribution is designed to ensure everyone gets to join

in the fun:
 

PinkSale Launch: 50% (500,000,000 tokens)
This big chunk of ShibGO tokens will be available for everyone during

our PinkSale launch. We believe in a fair start, giving everyone the
chance to jump into the fun right from the get-go.

 
Liquidity Pool: 30% (300,000,000 tokens)

A considerable portion of ShibGO tokens will be locked in the liquidity
pool. It will ensure there's enough tokens for trading, keeping our

token stable and the game rolling.
 

Marketing & Development: 15% (150,000,000 tokens)
This portion will be allocated to marketing ShibGO and its future

development. These tokens will be used for promotional campaigns,
partnerships, and further improving ShibGO. We want the world to

hear about us and join the fun!
 

Community Airdrops: 5% (50,000,000 tokens)
As a way to thank our community for their support, 2% will be

reserved for airdrops. This can happen at any time, so keep an eye
out!

 
With this distribution model, we aim to ensure a balanced and

sustainable token economy. The model has been designed with a long-
term vision, facilitating the growth of our project and ensuring the

maximum benefit for our community.



4. Token
Distribution

Burn
55.5%

Pinksale
30%

Liquidity
14.5%



5. Roadmap
Phase 1 - The Puppy Phase: Introduce the world to

ShibGO through a comprehensive marketing
campaign. Launch on PinkSale and list on

PancakeSwap.

Phase 2 - The Playful Phase: More marketing! Aim for
listings on CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko. Start a

series of community events and challenges.

Phase 3 - The Adventure Phase: Focus on growing
the community. More memes, more fun, and more

community interactions! 

Phase 4 - The Moon Phase: Keep building the
brand and making people laugh. Become the

most recognized and beloved meme token in the
cryptosphere.



6. Conclusion
ShibGO is a laugh out loud, meme-inspired token

that embraces the funny side of the crypto
world. We're all about having fun, spreading joy,

and building a community that enjoys the
rollercoaster ride of cryptocurrency as much as

we do. With ShibGO, it’s always playtime!
 

Remember to always do your own research when
playing in the crypto park. ShibGO is here for a

good time, and we hope you'll join us on this
exciting journey!

 
Investments in cryptocurrencies are subject to

market risk, including the loss of principal.
Always conduct your own research and due

diligence before making any investment
decision.

 


